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This invention relates to an improved con
struction of ornamental chain, and has for
its object to provide simple and effective
means for applying ornamentation to a chain
for personal wear.
A further object of this invention is the
provision of a chain constructed of a series
of loop-links and threading one end of the
chain through an elongated open centered
ornamental link which is folded upon itself
to embrace a plurality of the loop-links to
provide decorations at intervals along the
length of the chain.
With these and other objects in view, the
invention consists of certain novel features
of construction, as will be more fully de
Scribed, and particularly pointed out in the
appended claims.
In the accompanying drawings:
Figure 1 is a side elevation of my im
proved chain showing the decorative links
as embracing the chain links at intervals
along the length thereof.
Figure 2 is a top view of my improved
chain showing the decorations thereon.
Figure 3 is an enlarged perspective view
of one of the decorative elongated loop
links in extended position.
Figure 4 shows this elongated loop-link as
folded upon itself forming a U-shape.
Figure 5 shows one of the loop-links of
the chain, formed in ring shape.
Figure 6 shows the chain as constructed of
a series of these loop-links and threaded
through the ornamental links, the latter be
ing shown with their arms ready to be closed
down onto the chain links.
Figure 7 is a perspective view showing
the peculiar formation of the elongated loop
link with its arms closed down to engage a
plurality of the links of the chain.
It is found desirous in the practical con
struction of ornamental chains of this char
acter such as Watch chains, key chains and
chains for other useful or decorative pur
poses, more particularly adapted for per
sonal wear, to provide a chain of a Series of
loop-links, preferably of ring-shaped bands,
and in order to provide simple and effective
means for applying a very effective orna
mentation to the chain without the use of
solder, I have formed an elongated loop-link
and folded the same upon itself, preferably
at its middle portion, I then thread the

chain through this folded link and subse
(illently close the arms of the fold down onto

the links of the chain to embrace the oppo
site sides of a plurality of links thereof, the
four-sided U-shaped formation of this fold
ed link serving to embrace a plurality of
these chain links and the four bridges of the
folded link, each serves as an abutment
against the links of the chain to prevent or
minimize relative movement of the orna

mental link on the chain links. These orna

mentations are applied at any desired inter
Val along the length of the chain to render it
highly Ornamental and attractive in appear
ance; and the following is a detailed descrip
tion of the present embodiment of my inven
tion showing One means by which these ad
Vantageous l'esults may be accomplished:With reference to the drawings, 10 desig
nates the links of the chain which may be
connected together to form a chain of any
desired length and these links may be made
in any suitable shape but i preferably form
them in ling shape, each being of a substan
tial width. These links are connected to
gether preferably to stand at substantially
a right angle to each other and these links
may be made of any colored material such
as gold in any of the desired colors such
as yellow, red or green gold.
In order to provide a simple and effective
Way of applying an Ornament to this chain
at intervals along its length, I have formed
an elongated loop-shaped link 11, as best
illustrated in Figure 3, and I have folded
this link upon itself in the manner best illus
trated in Figure 4, leaving the arms of this
folded link partially open so as to permit
the end of the chain 10 to be threaded
through the opening 12 between the oppo
sitely spaced arms 13 thereof. The thickness
of the Wire of these arms being preferably
Substantially that of the thickness of the
band-like, ling-shaped links of the chain and
after the chain has been threaded through
this folded link the arms 13 thereof may be
closed down onto a plurality of the links
of the chain, as best illustrated in Figures 1,
2 and 7, in which case the space between the
arms on all four sides of this folded link,
after these arms have been set, is sufficient
to cause these arms to closely fit, embrace
and lie flat against the different links of the

chain, which lie in planes at substantially
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light angles to each othe:"... in which case
upon being bent down to closely bind against
these links, it will be seen that the four
bridge portions 14 of this folded link serve
as abutments to engage the ring or loop links
of the chain and so prevent a relative end
Wise movement of this ornamental link on

tle chain links and this without the neces
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sity of solder, the heat in applying which
discolors the previously finished links of the
chain.
it will be noted that these ornamental
links may be formed of a different material
from that of the core chain and may be
varied in color to differ from that of the
core chain and also to differ from each other,
if desired. It will also be noted that this
application of ornamentation to the chain
still leaves the chain extremely flexible and
forms a chain which is novel in construction
ind highly ornamental in appearance. .
The foregoing description is directed sole
iy towards the construction illustrated, but
i desire it to be understood that I reserve the
privilege of resorting to all the mechanical
changes to which the device is susceptible,

the invention eing defined and limited only

-

by the terlins of the appended claims.
claim:
1. A chain constructed of a series of loop 30
links linked together free to lie in longitudi
inal aiigninet, and a decoration for the chain
fo’ined of separate spaced disconnected elon
gated links each folded into U-shape with
its al’ns lying parallel and spaced to just 33
sti'addie and emirace a plurality of the con
nected loop links of the chain to hold then
in alignment forming separate connected
g:'Ops of links.
2. A chain constructed of a series of loop
links having its alternate links arranged to
stand at right angles to each other and free
to lie ili longitudinal alignment, and a dec
oration for the chain each formed of a sep
a rate elongated link and through which the 45
chain is threaded, said link being folded :
upon itself with its side arms parallel and
Sp:ced to just straddle and embrace the alter
nate loop-links to hold them in alignment.
in testimony whereof I affix my signature.
WILLIAM FORSTNER.

